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with Production Bio-Dimming™ Module

Scan this QR Code for 
video instructions on how 
to use the Bio-Dimming 
Demo Kit and set a 
maximum set point.
www.bioslighting.com/demokit

For video instructions 
on how to setup BIOS 
Linear Arrays with 
BIOS Production Bio-
Dimming Modules 
scan this QR Code.

Setup Instructions 

Step 1. Verify Bio-Dimming Part Number contains the description “LINAR” 

Linear Production Bio-dimming Module setup instructions 
 
A video of these instructions can be found here:   

 
Step 1: Verify part number contains LINAR in it 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Step 2:  Connect PSU LED output to Bio-Dimming Module; + to + and – to -   
 

 
 
 
 
Step 3: Connect to two +’s from linear array together  
 

   
 

 
 
 
Step 2:  Connect PSU LED output to Bio-Dimming Module; + to + and – to -   
 

 
 
 
 
Step 3: Connect to two +’s from linear array together  
 

   
 

Step 2. Connect the Power Supply LED output to the Bio-Dimming Module: Connect + to + and - to -

Step 3. Connect the two (2) +’s from the linear array together
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Step 4: Connect CW- from the L2 array to BS- on bio-dimming module. 
 Connect WW- from the L2 array to D- on bio-dimming module. 
 Connect +’s from the L2 array to + on the bio-dimming module.  
 

 
 
Step 5: Turn on lights at maximum power.  Leave at max power for at 10 seconds.  Lights will flash to warm, 
then back to cool.   
 

 
 
Step 6:  Setup is complete and calibrated.  Ready to ship!   

Step 4: Connect CW- from the L2 array to BS- on bio-dimming module. 
 Connect WW- from the L2 array to D- on bio-dimming module. 
 Connect +’s from the L2 array to + on the bio-dimming module.  
 

 
 
Step 5: Turn on lights at maximum power.  Leave at max power for at 10 seconds.  Lights will flash to warm, 
then back to cool.   
 

 
 
Step 6:  Setup is complete and calibrated.  Ready to ship!   

Step 4. Connect CW- from the Linear Array to BS- on the Bio-Dimming Module
Connect WW- from the Linear Array to D- on the Bio-Dimming Module.
Connect +’s from the Linear Array to the + on the Bio-Dimming Module.

Lights will flash to the warm channel and then back to the cool channel.
Step 5. Turn ON lights at MAXIMUM POWER. Leave maximum power for at least 10 seconds. 

Step 6. Setup and calibration are complete. Ready to ship!

Setup Instructions 


